Role of substance P amino terminal metabolites in substance P-induced desensitization in mice.
Intrathecal injection of mice with substance P or its C-terminal fragments evokes a well documented behavioral syndrome characterized by caudally-directed biting and scratching. We have previously shown that repeated injections of substance P result in naloxone-sensitive desensitization to this substance P-induced behavior, possibly through interactions of N-terminal fragments of substance P with mu opiate binding sites. The present investigation tests the hypothesis that substance P metabolites play a role in the development of desensitization to substance P by using the biting and scratching behavioral paradigm. While substance P-induced behaviors are produced by as little as 1 pmol of substance P, repeated injections of 7.5 pmol at 60-s intervals was found to be the minimum dose capable of causing desensitization. The C-terminal peptides, substance P3-11 and substance P5-11, elicited substance P-like behaviors, but repeated injection of these compounds did not result in desensitization to this behavior. In contrast to C-terminal fragments, intrathecal injection of N-terminal fragments, (substance P1-4, substance P1-7 and substance P1-9), did not elicit any overt substance P-like behaviors when administered alone, but when co-administered with substance P, decreased the magnitude of substance P-induced behaviors in a dose-related fashion. Various peptidase inhibitors significantly inhibited the catabolism of co-administered substance P. Co-administration of substance P with peptidase inhibitors enhanced and prolonged the substance P-induced behavioral episode, but also prevented the development of substance P-induced desensitization. Together these results support the hypothesis that the accumulation of endogenously generated N-terminal metabolites of substance P mediate desensitization to substance P-induced behaviors in the spinal cord. Substance P metabolism may therefore decrease ongoing substance P activity both by the hydrolysis of the C-terminal portion of substance P as well as by the production of N-terminal metabolites that are capable of inhibiting the effects of substance P.